For information leading to the ARREST and CONVICTION of

‘ROGUE’ POLICE OFFICERS

ON CHARGES OF: (see COPWATCH.com for details)

☑ Drug Trafficking
☑ Civil Rights abuses
☑ Criminal Conspiracy
☑ Unlawful Imprisonment
☑ Rape
☑ Murder
☑ False Arrest
☑ Kidnapping

DESCRIPTION OF THE SUSPECTS:

1. Last seen wearing departmental uniforms and badges
2. Insincerely condemned as “bad apples” by fellow officers
3. Known to be armed and dangerous (approach with caution)
4. Regularly exhibit a casual disregard for the lives of others
5. Known to have a sociopathic propensity for gratuitous violence
6. Habitual drug abuse has rendered their conduct unpredictable

WARNING: The individuals described above are indistinguishable from normal police officers. DO NOT BE FOOLED. Their uniforms, badges, and squadcars are used as cover for their illicit activities. Demand to be given their name, rank, badge number, and official departmental photographic identification. Videotape them at every opportunity, and document their misconduct. Get these dangerous predators off the streets.

Contact COPWATCH.com for further information